
Prepping for  
the Holidays

Balancing the Risks of Retail Fraud  
and Seamless Digital Shopping
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Along with the gift of increased online shopping,  
the holiday season also brings a big lump  
of coal: an increase in fraud. According to data 
from the Forter Fraud Attack Index, rates overall 
rose 13% in 2017, with activity spiking once 
holiday shopping began. 

That’s because enterprising fraudsters are as busy as Santa’s elves, operating unseen  
in the avalanche of legitimate shoppers. And their malicious acts have significant  
bottom-line impact. 

Research found that digital retailers lost nearly $7 billion to fraud-related chargebacks  
in 2016. And if your customers fall victim to fraud on your watch, sales will suffer.  
Almost one-fifth (19%) of respondents in a KPMG survey said they would not shop  
again with a retailer if their personal information was hacked. Of those who would 
return, 51% would wait between three and 12 months before shopping with that  
retailer again. Those lost sales can be difficult to recoup.

If you don’t have a solution that scales, you may  
be overburdened and let fraudsters slip through the  
cracks or decline genuine transactions out of fear.

Of those who would return, 51% would 
wait between three and 12 months 

before shopping with that retailer again. 

In 2016, 
digital retailers 
lost nearly 
$7 billion to 
fraud-related 
chargebacks.

Almost one-fifth (19%) of respondents said 
they would not shop again with a retailer  
if their personal information was hacked. 

https://chargeback.com/ecommerce-can-expect-nearly-7-billion-chargebacks-2016/
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/cn/pdf/en/2016/08/consumer-loss-barometer-v1.pdf
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Popular Targets 
of Holiday Fraud
Here are the most common targets, in order of activity, according to Forter research: 

1. D I G I T A L  G O O D S  like gift cards are among the top holiday gifts  
to give and receive, according to research from Deloitte. Malicious activity 
goes up during the final quarters as shoppers — and fraudsters —  
stock up. Forter found fraud for these items skyrocketed 167% last year.

2. E L E C T R O N I C S  are the top gift to receive, Deloitte found, and about 
one-third of the sector’s annual sales are rung up between Thanksgiving 
and New Year’s, Investopedia reported. Malicious activity in this sector rose 
66% last year, according to Forter. 

3. F O O D  A N D  B E V E R A G E  sales increase during the holidays  
as people fill their pantries for celebrations and family gatherings.  

Fraud rates increased by 60% last year.

Two other verticals see higher sales — and fraud — volume during the final months 
of the year. Jewelry stores, for instance, do 28.6% of their sales during November and 
December, according to the National Retail Federation. Clothing is one of the top gifts, 
accounting for about 25% of shoppers’ holiday budgets, per Deloitte. 

Malicious 
activity goes 
up during the 
final quarters 
as shoppers –
and fraudsters 
– stock up.

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/consumer-business/us-cb-holiday-survey-report-2017.pdf
https://nrf.com/resources/consumer-research-and-data/holiday-spending/holiday-headquarters/holiday-faqs
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31%
Account takeovers rose  
by 31% in the past year 

A T O  C R E A T E S  U P  T O 

$7 billion in annual 
losses across  

all sectors

Common Types 
of Holiday Retail Fraud
Fraudsters make it their mission to find merchants’ weak points along the customer 
journey. These scams are among the most frequent: 

• A C C O U N T  T A K E O V E R  ( A T O ) .  Fraudsters gain access to customers’ account 
information using hacks or bots and start buying. Telltale signs include multiple failed 
login attempts, or logins from different devices or locations within the same network. 
Account takeovers rose by 31% in the past year, according to Forter, and Forrester 
estimates this crime creates up to $7 billion in annual losses across all sectors.

• D I S C O U N T  A N D  C O U P O N  A B U S E .  Taking advantage of special discounts  
and coupons is an easy way to make money illegally. Look for repeated reuse  
of discount codes and similar email patterns, which indicate a fraudster is creating 
multiple emails to exploit referral discounts. The Coupon Information Corporation 
estimates this type of fraud “costs consumer product manufacturers hundreds  
of millions of dollars every year.”  

• R E T U R N  A B U S E .  Return abusers often return stolen merchandise or frequently 
return the same type of item. In 2017, Forter charted a 119% spike in return abuse 
directly following Cyber Monday. The 2017 National Retail Security Survey from 
the National Retail Federation showed that return fraud was a growing concern for 
retailers in 2016, with an average cost ($1,766) adding up to more than twice the 
shoplifting average ($798). But return abuse is complicated. Retailers must beware 
not to block good customers from returning unwanted goods.

I N  2 0 1 7 ,  
F O R T E R  C H A R T E D 

a 119% spike  
in return abuse
D I R E C T L Y  F O L L O W I N G  
C Y B E R  M O N D A Y

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170717005844/en/Easy-Solutions-Named-Strong-Performer-Risk-Based-Authentication
https://couponinformationcenter.com/faq/
https://nrf.com/system/tdf/Documents/NRSS-Industry-Research-Survey-2017.pdf?file=1&title=National%20Retail%20Security%20Survey%202017
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• T R A N S A C T I O N A L  F R A U D .  This crime is perpetrated across many site-based 
interactions. Check for inconsistencies in a user’s information across a number  
of purchases, or questionable email addresses or phone numbers. Juniper Research 
estimates that online transaction fraud will reach $25 billion by 2020.  

When you prevent fraudulent activities in the first place, you reduce costly crimes,  
log a higher percentage of successful sales and cut chargebacks to your business.

Fraud Prevention, Customer 
Experience and Loyalty
Holiday shoppers want you to protect them from fraud. About two-thirds of customers 
surveyed in the Experian Global Fraud and Identity Report said online security protocols 
make them feel protected, illustrating fraud prevention’s role in customer satisfaction. 

But you have to be careful not to add protections 
that produce another impetus for shopping cart 
abandonment (SCA) — a Barilliance study estimated 
the average SCA rate in 2017 was 78.65%.

Research published in Procedia Computer Science found that the higher the incidence  
of perceived risk to privacy and data, the higher the rate of SCA. That may be one reason 
why user account creation is a heavy motivator for SCA. One-quarter of consumers 
abandoned a transaction because too much data was requested, according to the 
Experian report.

3 FA C TO R S  TO  C O N S I D E R  
W H E N  E VA L U AT I N G  F R A U D 
D E T E C T I O N ,  P R E V E N T I O N  
A N D  P R OT E C T I O N  S O L U T I O N S

To protect your retail operations, you need a 
scalable fraud prevention solution that defends 
you and your customers even during the busiest 
shopping days of the year. Consider these three 
factors when assessing solutions for your store:

1. C U S T O M I Z A T I O N . Each retailer has  
its own unique fraud pain points, so you  
need more than a one-size-fits-all solution.  
Choose a provider that can tailor and customize 
its system to your specific threats and scale. 

2. A U T O M A T I O N .  Advances in artificial 
intelligence and machine learning make 
automating the review process faster and  
more accurate than manual options. Look for  
a fully automated fraud solution that allows  
for real-time decisions, and check the service-
level agreement to be sure the solution  
is actually real-time.

3. A C C U R A C Y .  Speed is crucial in our  
on-demand digital world, but a quick  
erroneous decline isn’t good for business. 
Investigate the accuracy rates of every solution 
you consider to ensure you only decline the 
fraudsters, not legitimate customers. 

The right fraud prevention technology enables  
you to scale identification, as well as automate  
the approve/decline process in real-time with 
excellent accuracy.

https://www.juniperresearch.com/press/press-releases/online-transaction-fraud-to-more-than-double-to-$2
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/84-percent-of-businesses-could-reduce-fraud-risk-if-certain-about-customers-identity-300587192.html
https://ac.els-cdn.com/S1877050917326285/1-s2.0-S1877050917326285-main.pdf?_tid=29bbe4cb-2164-4198-bf17-b5edc0ae553c&acdnat=1535395153_e834c33acc0ffa59df881571c8a45c50
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In the end, 
retailers need 
to provide both 
convenience 
and security.

And that’s not the only way to lose customers early in the transaction. If your fraud 
prevention solution is too aggressive in declining transactions, many legitimate 
purchases and returns may be rejected. This can also insult loyal customers and prompt 
them to shop elsewhere. Many retailers already know they reject more transactions 
than necessary. What you may not know is that doing so doesn’t just cost you a sale — 
the process could reduce the lifetime value of every customer who experiences it. 

Similarly, manual fraud review bottlenecks delay order fulfillment. When holiday orders 
aren’t delivered on time, you have the very real possibility of unhappy customers who 
are angry and embarrassed by missing gifts. If customers’ children don’t get their 
presents in time, those shoppers will never shop with you again.

All of this shows that consumers won’t tolerate any  
added frustration in their purchasing experience, in large  
part because they have the option of shopping elsewhere. 

In the end, retailers need to provide both convenience and security. A good fraud 
prevention system empowers you to add protections to and remove barriers from  
the checkout process, improving customer experience and eliminating friction. 

Now is the time to start putting in place the protections necessary to prevent and  
detect holiday fraud. The last thing you need is to have your e-commerce site 
overwhelmed with traffic that your manual and technological fraud prevention  
solutions simply can’t manage. 

The best defense — for you and for your customers — is to get your fraud prevention 
solution in place now, ahead of the holiday season, and to ensure it runs efficiently 
and accurately in time for the holiday rush. You’ll then be ready to safeguard everyone 
during the peak holiday shopping season and beyond.



About

Forter is the leading e-commerce fraud prevention company that 
protects merchants during each stage of the customer lifecycle.  
The company’s identity-based fraud prevention solution detects 
instances of fraud beyond transactions in real-time, such as attempts 
at account takeover and return abuse.

A team of world-class human analysts constantly update Forter’s 
machine learning solutions with cutting-edge insights and research, 
ensuring the proprietary algorithms adapt to the latest fraud trends 
in real-time. As a result, Forter is trusted by Fortune 500 companies, 
online travel  businesses, and fast-growing digital disrupters to deliver 
exceptional accuracy, a smoother user experience and elevated  
sales at a much lower cost.

Visit www.forter.com


